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Jean-Hubert inherited this estate from his father with all of its tiny 
parcels of old vines and its cellars filled with old, odd sized barrels.  
Descending into the cellar one gets the feeling of entering a 
medieval alchemist’s laboratory.  Each barrel, some as small as 12 
inches in diameter, is labeled with a cryptic numerical code, that 
keeps hidden from outsiders which nectar each barrel contains. 
Attached to their cuverie is a rare curiosity for visitors, a “Jardin de 
Bonbonnes” (literally an outdoor garden of glass demijohns where 
wine used to be stored to oxidize in the sun.)  

Domaine de Rancy 
Rivesaltes 

Owners: Brigitte et Jean-Hubert Verdaguer  
Winemaker: Jean-Hubert Verdaguer   
Soil: Clay-Limestone; Schist Year Est: 1920 
Size:  25 Ha Location:  Latour de France,  
 Côtes du Roussillon  
Appellations Produced: Rivesaltes, Côtes du Roussillon  

The Domaine at-a-glance 

The Wines & Tasting Notes:  All Wines 100% Macabeau (40-50 yr old vines) 
    

This rare wine is made from a white grape named Macabeau that is native to the 
Roussillon region. The grapes are hand picked late in the season, pressed, fermented, and 
fortified in tank. By law the Rancy 4yr has to use the youngest wine in the blend as the 
age.  However this wine actually comes from a 65yr old solera, which accounts for its 
amazing complexity. The wines are bottled as needed, and are neither fined or filtered.  
The vineyards are farmed in a reasonably organic manner with minimal use of 
chemicals. 
 

Rivesaltes Ambré - 4 ans d’age  Light amber in color, sweet but not cloying.  Dried 
fruit flavors of figs and dates give way to walnut and almond.  Long, nutty finish.  
   

How to Serve Rivesaltes: The Rancy Rivesaltes Ambré is a fortified wine made in 
the s style rarely produced today.  The wine is oxidized which means that it will not 
spoil after being opened. This allows for the wine to be enjoyed, slowly over the course 
of weeks, or even months. This versatile wine is best served at room temperature to fully 
appreciate the intense, complex aromas that develop in the glass.  It can be served as an 
aperitif with nuts, olives, and a variety of hors d’oeuvres.  As a desert wine it goes very 
well with bread pudding, dates, figs, spice cake, pumpkin pie, or on its own as an after 
dinner drink.   It is truly a delightful experience that captures the warmth and spice of the 
South of France. 

The cellar at Domaine de Rancy. 

“Bonbonnes” 

Brigitte et Jean-Hubert Verdaguer  

Long ago Jean-Hubert’s father made the decision to sell all of the red grapes and white 
wine not used for their rancio style wines, to the local co-operative.  This way he could 
devote all of his energy to the wines he found most interesting.   From a long term 
economic standpoint this was not the best decision because these wines, that were once 
overproduced, fell out of favor during the decades following World War II.  Today they 
are one of only a handful of quality wineries still producing this type of wine.  Domaine 
Rancy has somehow been lucky enough to outlive the trend away from these wines and is 
now beginning to find itself in the spotlight. Down the street from their old, museum-like, 
cellar the Verdaguers have a modern winery with state of the art equipment. Now, after 
many years of hard work, they have established a very small cult following.  They only 
attend a few salons per year and have made it a policy to do as little as possible to 
promote their wines, relying only on word of mouth.  

imported by united estates wine imports, ltd.  

Wine Advocate - 91 pts. 


